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Hilstorical and 

Comparative Lessons 

Over the past 400 years, literacy campaigns 
have played a role in larger transformations 
in various societies, note the authors. They 
examine the lessons we can learnfrom several 
such campaigns. 

BY ROBERT F. ARNOVE AND HARVEY J. GRAFF 

The magnitude of the problem in 
many countries calls for massive ef 
forts. Only specific campaigns with 
clearly-defined targets can create the 
sense of urgency, mobilize popular 
support and marshall all possible re 
sources to sustain mass action, con 
tinuity, and follow-up.' 

rT-SHE IDEA of a campaign to 
promote massive and rapid 
increases in rates of literacy 
is not unique to the 20th cen 
tury. Major campaigns have 

taken place over the past 400 years, and 
they share common elements. 

Both historically and comparatively, 
literacy campaigns have played a role in 
larger transformations in societies. These 
transformations have attempted to inte 
grate individuals into more comprehen 
sive political and/or religious communi 
ties. During the transformations, authori 
ties bent on centralization have used com 

pulsion and social pressure to propagate 
a particular doctrine among large num 
bers of learners and teachers. 

Since the Protestant Reformation of 
the 16th century in Europe, literacy cam 
paigns have made use of a variety of 
media and specially developed materi 
als, commonly involving a cosmology of 
symbols, martyrs, and heroes. The cam 
paigns have often been initiated and sus 
tained by charismatic leaders - Luther, 

Calvin, Knox, Gandhi, Lenin, Mao Ze 
dong, Castro, Nyerere - and have usual 
ly depended on a special "strike force" 

of teachers to disseminate a particular 
faith or worldview. 

The stature of these leaders and the 
values they have articulated for their fol 
lowers have been tied to notions of sal 
vation, redemption, re-creation. During 
the Reformation and Post-Reformation 
periods in Europe, as well as during the 
19th-century American common school 
"crusade," these notions centered on 
the saving of individual souls and the 
achievement of political order. In the 
20th century (especially after World War 
II), these ideas have tended increasingly 
to refer to the redemption of a society that 
had suffered under colonialism, to the 
birth of a nation, and to the creation of 
a new and more just social order. 

Belief in the printed word and in the 

ROBERTF. ARNOVE (Stanford Universi 
ty Chapter) is a professor of education at In 

diana University, Bloomington. HARVEY J. 
GRAFF is a professor of history and humani 
ties in the School of Arts and Humanities, 

University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, 
Tex. This article is based on their recently 
published collection, National Literacy Cam 
paigns: Historical and Comparative Perspec 
tives (New York: Plenum, 1987). 
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t / ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ N -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Literacy has 
been seen as 
a process of 

consciousness-raising 
aimed at 

human liberation. 

efficacy of literacy has become an arti 
cle of faith. Both then and now, reform 
ers and idealists - the movers and shak 
ers of societies and of historical periods 
- have viewed literacy as a means to bet 
ter ends: a more moral society or a more 
stable political order. Both then and now, 
individuals have sought and used litera 
cy to attain their own goals. 

In the 20th century, and particularly 
since 1960, literacy has been seen as a 
process of consciousness-raising aimed at 
human liberations In this view, literacy 

is not an end in itself but a means to na 
tional development and to a social or 
der defined by national and international 
elites.3 From our review of past litera 
cy campaigns, we have drawn several 
lessons that may prove useful to the plan 
ners of current and future efforts. Among 
these lessons are: 

* the need for literacy efforts to last 
long enough to be effective, 

* the desirability of mobilizing local 
initiative in conjunction with national 

will, 
* the need to take into account the fact 

that certain populations will resist nation 
ally directed programs, 

* the need to focus eventually on 
schooling for youth (in order to head off 
future illiteracy), and 

* the need to see literacy in its various 
contexts. 

LENGTH OF CAMPAIGN 

In a review of national literacy cam 
paigns of the 20th century, commissioned 
by UNESCO, H.S. Bhola defines a liter 
acy campaign as "a mass approach that 
seeks to make all adult men and women 
in a nation literate within a particular 
time frame." He notes that the word cam 

paign "suggests urgency and combative 
ness; it is in the nature of an expectation, 

it is something of a crusade." Sometimes, 
large-scale attainment of literacy be 
comes the moral equivalent of war. By 
contrast, a literacy program - even 
though it is carefully planned, systemat 
ic, and based on clearly stated objectives 
- "may lack both urgency and passion 
ate fervor."4 

Although a limited time frame is con 
sidered to be a defining characteristic of 
a mass campaign, those national efforts 
that are frequently viewed as exemplars 
of 20th-century mobilizations for litera 
cy commonly lasted for two or more dec 
ades. Bhola's examples include cam 
paigns in the USSR (1919-39), in Viet 
nam (1945-77), in the People's Republic 
of China (1950s-80s), in Burma (1960s 
80s), in Brazil (1967-80), and in Tanza 
nia (1971-81). Only the Cuban literacy 
campaign spanned a period of one year 
or less. The Nicaraguan literacy crusade 
of 1980 - which Bhola did not study - 
lasted only five months. Immediately fol 
lowing that crusade, however, the Nica 
raguan government instituted a campaign 
in indigenous languages aimed at non 

Spanish-speaking populations of the At 
lantic Coast region, and it established (as 

Cuba had done earlier) a continuing pro 
gram of basic or popular education.5 
Today, some six years after the Nica 
raguan literacy campaigns of 1980-81, 
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there are new calls for a campaign that 
will reach those adults who have lapsed 
into illiteracy because of the military sit 

uation in that nation. 
Literacy campaigns are usually initi 

ated during periods of upheaval, revolu 
tionary transformation, and civil strife. 

Thus it should come as no surprise that 
the lofty educational goals that often 
characterize new political regimes are 
difficult to achieve and to sustain. The 
USSR, for example, was the first nation 
to adopt a war/siege mentality to com 
bat illiteracy. The Decree on Illiteracy of 
26 December 1919 required all illiterates 
between the ages of 8 and 50 to study, 
empowered local Narkompros (People's 
Commissariats of Enlightenment) to draft 
citizens to teach, and made it a criminal 
offense to refuse to teach or study.6 
However, five years after the passage of 
comprehensive legislation and the estab 
lishment of a national literacy agency and 
of "liquidation points," Minister of Edu 
cation Anatoly Lunacharsky complained 
that "the society for the liquidation of il 
literacy passes wonderful resolutions, but 
the concrete results of its work are 
despicable."7 And 10 years after the De 
cree on Illiteracy had been pronounced, 
N.K. Krupskaya, Lenin's wife and a re 
nowned educator, complained that not a 
single article had been implemented.8 

NEED FOR LOCAL INITIATIVE 

A nationally orchestrated literacy cam 
paign may require 10 years or more to 
take hold, but such campaigns are usually 
preceded by grassroots initiatives. More 
over, the fanfare heralding the achieve 
ments brought about by a new political 
regime generally obscures the local edu 
cational efforts and accomplishments on 
which the national policy makers have 
built.9 

Nineteenth-century America is perhaps 
the most striking example of the suc 
cessful attainment of high literacy levels 
through decentralized efforts. Unlike 
the German, Swedish, and Scottish cam 
paigns of the 17th and 18th centuries, 
America had no centrally determined pol 
icy to bring the power and resources of 
the nation-state to bear on the problem 
of literacy. Instead, competition among 
religious denominations, the prolifera 
tion of religious and secular presses, 
the exhortations of leading secular and 
clerical authorities, and local civic ini 
tiative combined to promote literacy ac 
tivities. Most of these activities were 

organized and directed by individual 
states, rather than by the federal govern 

ment. '0 
In the 20th century, the most strik 

ing examples of mobilization for litera 
cy have been national, centrally organ 
ized efforts waged as "wars on igno 
rance." But these efforts have also de 
pended heavily on local initiative and lo 
cal organizations to recruit teachers and 
to implement'instructional activities. The 

People's Republic of China had the most 
massive mobilization (more than 137 mil 
lion people), an effort, according to 

Bhola, that was centrally instituted and 
nationally orchestrated, but carried out 
in a decentralized manner, leaving much 
to local choice and initiative. II China il 
lustrates in extreme form the importance 
of national political will in the achieve 
ment of widescale literacy in a poor coun 
try.'2 Other prominent examples include 

Cuba, Tanzania, and Nicaragua. By con 
trast, such advanced industrialized na 
tions as the U.S., the United Kingdom, 
and France have not committed the req 
uisite resources and efforts to meet sub 
stantial literacy problems, according to 
Leslie Limage.'3 

Particularly in socialist nations, the 
success of large-scale mobilizations of 
ten depends on mass organizations, such 
as youth, worker, neighborhood, de 
fense, or women's associations. Nation 
al literacy campaigns can give large num 
bers of citizens opportunities to partici 
pate in decision making. But these mas 
sive mobilizations (and the organizations 
that back them) can also serve as instru 

ments through which dominant groups 
or the state exercise cultural and politi 
cal hegemony. History offers many ex 
amples of people who - individually and 
collectively - have resisted attempts by 
dominant groups to control the uses of 
literacy and communication skills. As 
early as the 16th century, the German 
literacy drives prompted resistance from 
peasants. Both before and after the revo 
lution of 1917, various peasant popula 
tions in Russia set up their own schools 
and used reading materials that did not 
accord with the designs of state authori 
ties. Ben Ekiof chronicles peasant attacks 
on state-appointed teachers in the late 
1920s and early 1930s. He also describes 
how, despite intense efforts at censor 
ship, Russians pursue their own (often 
escapist) reading interests today: 

Library subscribers take out books 
on politics in far smaller number than 

their availability. Books checked out 
are concentrated in the areas of trav 
el, biography, and history (primarily 
on World War II, military memoirs, 
spy documentaries, regimental his 
tories). 14 

Similar accounts of reading habits from 
Tanzania and the People's Republic of 
China suggest that peasants and workers 
may be less interested in reading about 
how to construct a latrine or organize a 
cooperative than in reading stories of ro 

mance and adventure. Arthur Gillette, 
who participated in the evaluation of the 
11-nation Experimental World Literacy 
Program sponsored by UNESCO (1967 
73), sums up the difficulty of controlling 
outcomes of literacy campaigns: 

Happily, literacy like education more 
generally cannot be reduced to behav 

A nationally 
orchestrated 

literacy campaign 
may require 10 
years or more 
to take hold. 

ioral conditioning. It endows people 
with skills that they can (although do 
not always) use to receive and emit 
messages of an almost infinite range, 
a range that in any event escapes the 
control of those who imparted litera 
cy. . .. Literacy is potential empower 

ment. 15 

REACHING SIGNIFICANT POPULATIONS 

In addition to the resistance of people 
to control, past literacy campaigns can 
teach other lessons. One such lesson has 
to do with the ubiquity of social class, 
ethnic, racial, geographical, and gender 
differences in the acquisition of literacy 
over the past 400 years. Both historical 
ly and comparatively, rural populations, 
the working class, ethnic and racial mi 
norities, and women have been the last 
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Literacy often 
carries tremendous 
symbolic weight. 

It serves as 
a badge, a sign 

of initiation. 

groups to receive literacy instruction 
and to gain access to advanced levels of 
schooling. As various UNESCO publi 
cations reiterate, "The world map of il 
literacy is the map of poverty." 
Women have been the most disadvan 

taged group. From the time of the Prot 
estant Reformation, when the state held 
heads of households responsible for pro 
viding literacy instruction and for su 
pervising reading, men have typically 
benefited most from literacy campaigns. 

When women were finally given access 
to reading skills, men still received pref 
erence in the teaching of writing skills. 
However, in early modern Sweden and 
in 19th-century America, recognition of 

women's unique "educational mission" 
as mothers and as schoolteachers pushed 
their literacy rate upward until it some 
times rivaled that of men. A majority of 
the literacy workers during the recent 
campaigns in Cuba and Nicaragua were 
women. But in other nations, such as 
Tanzania, most of the individuals who 
have achieved higher levels of function 
al literacy are men.'6 

An analysis of literacy campaigns as 
diverse as those in preindustrial Ger 
many, in the Soviet Union (1919-39), in 
Tanzania (1970-83), and in Nicaragua 
(1980-86) discloses an unmistakable pat 
tern. Regardless of the intensity or the 
scale of these efforts, each brought liter 
acy (whether by intent or not) to approx 
imately 85 % of the adult population.'17 A 
seemingly irreducible 10% to 20% of the 
adult population in each nation remained 
illiterate. 

This finding raises at least three im 
portant questions for future study. Who 
are these unreachable people? What fac 

tors and conditions (e.g., institutional 
discrimination; inappropriate language, 
methods, and materials of instruction; op 
position to the ideology of a political 
regime) are associated with a failure to 
attain literacy? And how are illiterate in 
dividuals treated by an increasingly liter 
ate population? 

Quite apart from any new power or ca 
pabilities that it may bring, literacy of 
ten carries tremendous symbolic weight. 
It serves as a badge, a sign of initiation 
into a select group. By the same token, 
individuals who remain illiterate by 
choice or by chance may be perceived as 
deviant and thus denied full membership 
rights in the larger community. Individu 
als who actively oppose literacy efforts 
run the risk of being labeled as unassimi 
lated, counterrevolutionaries, or enemies 

of the state. 

THE ROLE OF SCHOOLING 

Faced with literacy campaigns, adults 
are often intractable. They do not wish 
to learn in ways prescribed by state 
authorities or to be converted to a differ 
ent set of beliefs. One important feature 
of the German literacy campaigns of the 
Reformation was Martin Luther's shift in 
focus from all members of the commu 
nity to the young.'8 The dilemma that 
Luther confronted - whether to concen 
trate literacy efforts on the young (who 

may be less "corrupted" and more malle 
able) or on adults - has been a strategy 
issue in almost every mass campaign 
since his day. Most 20th-century litera 

cy campaigns have started as large-scale 
efforts aimed at entire populations, but 
gradually they have narrowed their focus 
and emphasized more strongly the for 

mal education of the young. 
Not surprisingly, the teaching of lit 

eracy skills and the socialization of in 
dividuals have merged over time to be 
come institutionalized in state systems of 
education. From the beginning, literacy 
campaigns have had as their goal the 
propagation of a particular faith or world 
view through the reading of prescribed 
texts under the supervision of teachers of 
upright character and a certain moral per 
suasion. 

Over time, the religious orientation of 
school systems has given way to a more 
secular faith in the nation-state and, fre 
quently, to the propagation of an ideolo 
gy such as capitalism or socialism. Po 
litical elites find state-organized and state 
regulated systems of schooling efficient 

mechanisms for achieving such goals. 
There may be certain benefits to bureau 
cratic systems of education, with their at 
tendant centralization of decision making, 
standardization of routines, and uniform 
ity of curriculum. For the substantial 
number of individuals who do not fit into 
such structures, however, bureaucratic 
systems of education foster alienation and 
academic failure - perhaps even illiter 
acy. 

VIEWING LITERACY IN CONTEXT 

Literacy takes on meaning according 
to the historical and social setting. No 

'Edwin has become devoted to the educational channel.' 
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tions of which skills constitute literacy 
change over time and differ by setting, 
causing estimates of illiteracy to vary 
enormously from time to time and from 
place to place. In the U.S. alone, esti 
mates of illiteracy have fluctuated over 
the past seven years from less than 1 % 
of the population to 70 million Americans 
deemed to possess "marginal" literacy 
skills.'9 In general, environments that 
are more technologically complex are 
thought to require reading and writing 
skills that are more sophisticated. Thus 
there will be calls for renewed efforts to 
teach higher-order literacy skills. 

One question facing political and edu 
cational policy makers in the U.S. and 
other societies is whether or not they are 
willing to dedicate sufficient resources 
and time to that endeavor, while simul 
taneously encouraging local initiative and 
input. To launch effective efforts to teach 
contextually relevant literacy skills, poli 
cy makers must take into account the rea 
sons for resistance to such national cam 
paigns, and they must find materials and 
methods that enable literacy workers to 
reach populations that have previously 
been ignored or discriminated against. 

RT HAT LITERACY will integrate 
a society, eliminate inequalities, 
and contribute to political and 
social stability is certainly too 

much to expect. Literacy, however, can 
be empowering, especially when it works 
in conjunction with other changes. Ul 
timately, contextual factors - the op 
portunities for using literacy skills, the 
transformations that occur in social struc 
tures, the ideology of national leaders - 
determine whether or not individuals re 
tain and use their literacy skills. Wheth 
er literacy and postliteracy campaigns use 

materials and methods that are truly 
designed to equip people to play more ac 
tive roles in shaping the direction of their 
societies or, instead, use materials and 

methods aimed at inducting people into 
predetermined roles is a telling indication 
of the ideology and intent of these cam 
paigns. 

From current and past literacy cam 
paigns, planners and political leaders 
have learned a number of lessons about 
the factors that contribute to the success 
of a campaign or cause it to fall short of 
its goal. But the extent to which inter 
national and national authorities have 
grasped the implications of these lessons 
and are committed to applying them re 

mains in question. The lack of resolve of 
political and educational leaders in many 
nations may be attributed to the fact that 
widespread literacy within a populace can 
have uncontrollable, contradictory, and 
conflicting consequences. 20 

As individuals gain literacy, there is a 
dialectic or interaction between them and 
the environment and between them and 
the centralizing authorities. The dialec 
tic is an ongoing process, its nature con 
tinuously shaped by the expansion - and 
sometimes the transformation - of liter 
acy itself. Over the last 30 years, the 
ideology of literacy has shifted toward 
an emphasis on empowerment. The fac 
tors contributing to this shift have in 
cluded the seminal work of Paulo Freire, 
the examples provided by national liter 
acy campaigns in Cuba and elsewhere, 
UNESCO-sponsored conferences and 
declarations, and the emergence of a 
body of scholarly literature that is more 
political in nature. It is too early to tell 
whether the shift to empowerment and 
grassroots determination of literacy de 
velopment will effectively counter the 
long-standing tradition of centralized di 
rection of literacy efforts. 

The tension between the base and the 
top, between the masses and the elites, 
between those who are the supposed ben 
eficiaries of literacy and those who en 
vision and organize campaigns for the 
populace has been heightened by the tele 
scoped time span in which literacy cam 
paigns are undertaken, by modern tech 
nologies and communications systems, 
and by refined instruments of state pow 
er - all of which increase the potential 
for social control. The tension is also 
heightened by the increasing awareness 
of masses and elites alike of the politi 
cal nature of literacy. (This increasing 
awareness is not surprising, given the 
rhetoric and ideology of recent national 
campaigns, which have stressed educa 
tion for "critical consciousness" and "lib 
eration.") The sources and nature of the 
tension seem relatively clear: it is very 
difficult to predict or prescribe the man 
ifold outcomes of a literacy campaign and 
the uses to which literacy will ultimately 
be put. 
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